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Abstract - Virtualization is defined as creating a virtual (i.e. not actual physical) version of a server, a storage device, an operating
system or a network device. The traditional data center has been transformed significantly in recent years due to virtualization.
Virtualization has reduced various hardware and energy costs to the benefit of companies that demand more computing power,
and has improved performance without increasing infrastructure. At the point when numerous virtual machines keep running on
one server, a proficiency of the framework is enhanced and control utilization by the framework is diminished. In effect
virtualization does more with less. Though virtualization is profitable to business, many businesses are still unsure whether they
should implement it or no. Here, we will study various aspects of virtualization in which the cost of the data center is reduced and
the performance of the system is improved due to an implementation of virtualization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

tasks or can be stopped completely to reduce cooling and
maintenance tasks [4].

Virtualization makes helpful IT administrations utilizing
assets that are bound to equipment. Virtualization utilizes
full capacity of machine by distributing its capacities among
connected environments. Let us consider we have 3 physical
servers. Each of the physical servers has a dedicated
purpose [1]. One of the servers is mail server, other is web
server and the third server runs legacy applications. About
30% of server’s capacity is utilized. We need to keep all of
these servers because the legacy applications are important
to our internal operations [2].

Figure 2. With Virtualization

II. HISTORY AND WORKING OF VIRTUALIZATION
A. History
The technology of virtualization can be traced back to
1960s but it was not adopted till early 2000s. The
technologies like hypervisors enable virtualization. The
hypervisors were developed decades ago for giving multiple
users access to computer simultaneously. The computer
performs batch processing [5]. Batch processing used to be
a famous computing style in business sector that ran routine
tasks faster like payroll. As the time passed, other solutions
to the above mentioned problem grew in popularity and
virtualization did not One of those elective arrangements
was time-sharing. The time-sharing detached clients inside
working frameworks. These lead to utilization of working
framework like UNIX and it in the long run offered
approach to LINUX. In this process virtualization remained
an unutilized technology [66].
In 1990s a large portion of the undertakings had physical
servers and single-seller IT stacks. They didn't permit
inheritance applications to keep running on other merchant's

Figure 1. Without Virtualization

Few years ago it was more reliable and easier to run
individual tasks on a separate server which means one
server, one operating system, one task.
Today with virtualization we can split a mail server into
two distinct mail servers. These unique mail servers can
handle independent tasks, so that the legacy apps can be
migrated. This system uses similar hardware with more
efficiency [3].
Considering security we can split the first server to
handle various tasks. This strategy will increase the use of
the server from 30% to 60% to 90%. Once this strategy is
implemented, the empty servers can then be used for other
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equipment. At the point when the organizations refreshed
their IT surroundings utilizing more affordable servers,
working frameworks and applications from assortment of
sellers, the companies faced problem of underused physical
hardware. This problem was caused because one server
could run one task only [7].
This is when people realized importance of virtualization
because virtualization solves two problems at a time. First
the companies could partition there servers and second the
companies could run legacy apps on multiple operating
systems and versions. Due to virtualization, companies
started to use servers more efficiently and thus costs
associated with purchase, set up, cooling and maintenance
were reduced. Implementation of virtualization helped
reduce vendor lock-in and thus, virtualization became
foundation of cloud computing. Today influence of
virtualization has reached to a level that companies have
specific virtualization the board programming to monitor
everything [8].

III. TYPES OF VIRTUALIZATION
A. Data Virtualization

Figure 1. Data Virtualization

B. Working

In this era of Internet, where data is spread everywhere it
is possible to collect all data into a single source. Data
virtualization treats data as a dynamic supply [11]. Data
virtualization gives handling abilities to unite information
from various fluctuated sources, to effectively suit new
wellsprings of information and to change information
according to client prerequisites. Information virtualization
devices like Ret Hat or JBoss sit before different
information sources and treat them as a solitary information
source. Data virtualization enables enterprises to deliver the
needed data in required form at any time to any authorised
user[12].

Hypervisor is software that separates physical assets
from virtual conditions that require those assets. These
hypervisors will sit on the top of OS or can be installed
directly in to hardware. Most of the enterprises virtualizes in
this way. Hypervisors divide physical resources in such a
way that virtual environments can use them.

B. Desktop Virtualization

Figure 3. Hypervisor

Resources are divided to many virtual environments
from physical environments. Users run computations and
interact with the virtual machine [9]. VM can be considered
as a single data file. Like any advanced document, it very
well may be moved starting with one PC then onto the next.
The record can be opened in one PC and is relied upon to
deal with the equivalent. In the virtual condition at whatever
point a client or a program enrols a guidance requesting an
extra asset from physical condition Hypervisor comes into
the image. Hypervisor sends the demand to physical
framework and recoveries the adjustments in store memory.
This procedure occurs at near local speed. For the most part
the demand is sent by means of an open source hypervisor
dependent on the Kernel-based Virtual Machine for example
KVM [10].
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Figure 5. Desktop Virtualization

The Desktop virtualization can be simply confused with
an OS virtualization. It enables client to send more than one
working framework on a solitary machine. Work area
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virtualization empowers a focal director or a computerized
organization device to execute reproduced Desktop
conditions to numerous physical machines without a
moment's delay. Work area virtualization empowers director
to play out different number of designs, updates and security
minds all accessible virtual Desktop. In traditional Desktop
environment it was not possible. It required physical
installation, configuration and update on each and every
machine [13].

operating systems. It is an effective method to run Linux
and Windows environments in same machine along with
each other. Enterprises push virtual operating systems to
computers. This has following effects [15].

Since the requirement of out of box capabilities is
not there, the bulk hardware costs are reduced.

Increased security, due to monitoring and isolation
of all virtual instances.

Time spent on IT benefits like programming
refreshes is limited [16].

C. Server Virtualization
E. Network Functions Virtualization

Figure 6. Server Virtualization

Servers can be characterized as PCs that are utilized to
run an extensive volume of explicit undertakings great with
the goal that alternate PCs like workstations or work areas
can do assortment of different assignments, when we
virtualizes a server it lets the other computer perform other
important tasks. When we virtualizes a server we also
partition it so that specific components can perform multiple
functions[14].

Figure 8. Network Function Virtualization

In Network functions virtualization (NFV) system's key
capacities (like index administrations, document sharing,
and IP design) are isolated. These key capacities can be
circulated among situations [17].
Presently the product capacities are autonomous of the
physical machines they once lived on. It is possible that the
specific functions can be packed together into a new
network and can be assigned to an existing environment.
Virtualization of system capacities diminishes the quantity
of physical segments of the system like switches, switches,
servers, links, and hub. These components of network are
needed to create multiple, independent networks. Due to the
above mentioned benefits the network function
virtualization is very popular in the telecommunications
industry [18].

D. Operating System Virtualization

F. Application Virtualization
Application Virtualization encapsulates computer
programs from underlying operating system. A completely
virtualized application is executed as if it is installed in a
traditional sense. The virtual application behaves like a real
application by interfacing with original operating system at

Figure 7. OS Virtualization

Operating system virtualization generally takes place in
the kernel which is the central task manager of all available
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the runtime. Virtualization layer is necessary to implement
full virtualization. The function of virtualization layer is to
intercept all disks operations of virtualized application and
redirects them in a single file to a virtualized location. Now
the application is working with one single file instead of
many files. This makes it easier to run single application on
different computers [19].
Various examples of this technology for the Windows
platform include:






IV. BLOCK AND FILE LEVEL STORAGE
Most data centres who have used Storage Area Network,
have used block level storage. Block level storage works
with servers using iSCSI connectivity mechanisms and
industry standard Fibre Channel. Difference between Block
level storage and hard drive is that hard drive can be
accessible using Fibre Channel or iSCSI. Block level
storage is flexible and versatile. Block level storage device
creates raw storage volumes and then these storage volumes
are used as hard drives. Thus, the block level storage can be
used for any kind of application including database storage,
file storage and virtual machine file system. In windows,
volumes are formatted with NTFS used by VMware servers.
Files are shared with users using a file storage device. When
a block based volume is created and then an operating
system is installed user can share files using native
operating system. It is important to remember that when
user is using a block based volume, user is actually using a
blank hard drive. Replication capabilities of storage devices
are used for backup. The organizations usually prefer using
third-party backup tools or operating system native backup
tools like data protection manager for taking back up of
files. As the storage looks like normal hard drive, special
back up steps are not necessary. Block level storage is more
complicated than file based storage.

Cameyo
Citrix XenApp
Numecent Cloudpageing
Sandboxie
Symantec Workspace Virtualization

Application virtualization allows applications to run in
environment even if the environment does not suit native
application. Benefits of application virtualization include
reduced system integration and reduced administrative
costs. Application virtualization maintains software baseline
across multiple computers in an organization. Operating
System and other applications are protected from poorly
written or buggy code by lesser integration. Application
virtualization provides memory protection in some cases.
This feature helps to implement principle of least privilege.
It does so by removing requirement of administrative
privileges for end users. Application virtualization enables
incompatible applications to run simultaneously with
minimum regression testing against each other. It also has
security benefits and allows simple operating system
migrations. Application virtualization has also reduced
resource utilization [20].
Though the application virtualization has many benefits,
it has some limitations also. It is difficult to virtualizes
applications that require heavy OS integration. It is
mandatory for application virtualization software and the
virtualized applications to have correct license. It causes
many problems. If the application virtualization is not able
to handle Registry-level compatibility issues between
applications and operating systems then applications will
still allocate memory in the traditional way, even if they are
virtualized. It creates requirement of compatibility fixes for
a virtualized application.

A. Applications of Block-Level Storage
-

-

B. File Level Storage
Though block level storage is very flexible, file level
storage is preferred for its simplicity. It is implemented
where requirement is limited to storing files. Files should be
stored in a centralized, available and accessible place. The
file level devices are network attached storage devices that
provide more space for a lower cost as compared to block
level storage. File level storage is accessed using common
file level protocols like SMB/CIFS protocols for Windows
and NFS protocols for Linux, VMware. In the file level
storage, the storage device manages the files and folders of
the device. The file level storage device handles user access

G. Storage Virtualization
Previously employees used to save files to storage
devices. Nowadays storage devices are abstracted from
server. IT companies need to choose storage for particular
task. Important decisions need to be taken during the
process. Differences between block level storage and file
level storage are discussed here [21].
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Databases: Block level storage is very efficient for
clustering databases because clustered databases require
shared storage.
Exchange: Despite of improvements made by Microsoft
for Exchange, the company only supports block level
storage.
VMware: Though VMware can use file level storage
through Network File system, it is a common practice to
deploy VMware servers that utilize shared volumes on
block level storage.
Server Boot: If the storage device used is efficient
enough, then it is possible to configure servers to boot
from block level storage [22].
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2. Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM): The VMM is hardware
abstraction layer. It provides interface between hardware
and virtual machines. Access to shared resources is
controlled by VMM. The VMM schedules processes and
allocates processor cycle to them. The VMM layer maps
and remaps virtual machines to hardware resources. The
VMM scheduling is quite similar to system scheduling.
When a computer goes offline or it fails and a new
machine comes online, VMM remaps virtual machines
according to it. The virtual machines can be easily
replicated. Thus, the administrators are able to bring new
services online as needed. [23]

control and permissions assignment for this purpose. Special
handling is required for backup in case of file level storage
devices. File level devices are easier to set up as compared
to block level devices. File level storage option is not
recommended if high level of performance is required. File
level devices are preferred where capacity is sole
requirement.
B1. Cases for File Storage:
-

Mass File Storage: If user’s requirement is limited to
storing files, in that case file storage should be used.
mVMware: Storage presented via NFS can be connected
with VMware hosts. In this case block level storage is
used.

3. Virtual Machine: The virtual machine represents a real
machine using software. The software provides
environment, which can run or host a guest operating
system. It also supports various application
environments [24].

C. Converging Block and File Storage
The block and file storage can be converged. Modern
storage devices include both the block and file storage. If
user is confused whether to opt for a block or file storage,
user can go for a converged or hybrid device which will suit
all needs of user.

A. Virtual Machine Migration
This defined as the task of moving a virtual
machine from one physical hardware environment to
another. It is performed to manage hardware virtualization
systems. It is also called teleportation. VM migration is
done from one physical machine to another physical
machine. It is used for load balancing. For this, the physical
machine should be fault tolerant. It also reduces power
consumption in cloud data centres [25].
The virtual Machine Migration is divided in to two
types, which are:

V. DATA CENTRE OPTIMIZATION BY
VIRTUALIZATION
Virtualization makes it possible for experts and skilled
IT managers to deploy creative solutions to cost effective
utilization of infrastructure. Virtualization separates
resources for a service from physical delivery of service.
Virtualization runs several application environments on the
same machine. These machines in the same environment are
isolated from each other.

1. Hot (live) Migration: Virtual machine keeps on running
while migrating. The virtual machine does not lose its
status. In live migration virtual user does not feel any
interruption. In live migration, the state of virtual
machine is transferred. The state consists of memory and
local file system. Local file system is not transferred
[26].
2. Cold (non-live migration): In this type of migration,
status of virtual machine loses and user can notice the
service interruption. In cold migration, initially, virtual
machine is suspended and then its state is transferred.
Lastly the virtual machine is resumed at destination host
[27].

Figure 8. Data centre optimization by virtualization

The system is divided into three components:
1. Hardware: The Hardware provides basic resources like
CPU, memory, I/O devices, etc.
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-

Hotspot & Coldspot Migration: The discovery of
hotspots and coldspot depends on edges which are set by
the server farm proprietor. It is likewise founded on the
Service Level Agreements indicated by the customers. A
higher asset use an incentive close to greatest is set as an
upper limit. A least asset utilization esteem is set as the
lower limit. Physical machines having asset use esteems
past the upper edge have hotspots. The physical
machines having use esteems beneath the lower edge
have coldspot. The hotspot infers over-use. The coldspot
infers under-usage [32].

C. Virtual Machine Scheduling

Figure 11. Open Nebula: Default Scheduler

Virtual Machine scheduling is a balancing scenario in
which tasks are scheduled according to the given
requirements and algorithm used. The virtual machine
scheduling algorithms are used to schedule the VM requests
to the Physical Machines of the Data Center [33]
Today, different data centres and Physical Machines are
available. Leading cloud providers of 2018 are Sales Force,
Amazon, Microsoft office 365 and Windows Azure, Oracle
Cloud, and Google Apps. In general a scheduling algorithm
three levels of working are:

Figure 10. Flow Chart of VM Migration Process

B. Importance of Virtual Machine Migration
-

-

Load balancing: Load balancing reduces the inequality
of resource usage levels across all the PMs in the cluster.
It prevents some machines from getting overloaded in
the presence of lightly loaded machines which have
sufficient spare capacity. Live migration is used to
balance the system. The system load is balanced by
migrating virtual machines from overloaded physical
machines to under-loaded physical machines [28].

1. Find the appropriate Physical Machine for all virtual
machines.
2. Identify the proper provisioning scheme for the virtual
machines.
3. Schedule the tasks on the VMs [34].

Server Consolidation: Server consolidation algorithms
are required in order to reduce server sprawl in data
centres. The algorithms perform as VM packing
heuristics and try to pack as many virtual machines
possible [29]. This improves resource usage by turning
off unused or under-utilized machines [30]. Server
consolidation results in reduced power consumption and
also reduced operational costs for data centre
administrators [31].
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Scheduling algorithms are primarily named static or
dynamic calculations. First-Come-First-Severed (FCFS) is a
case of static virtual machine booking calculation while
Genetic Algorithm is a case of dynamic virtual machine
planning calculation. The OpenNebula default scheduler
gives a rank booking approach that places virtual machines
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which may lead to costly downtime in the data centre. The
number of servers will be reduced, but each server will be
more critical than ever [42]. The support infrastructure
cannot move around as needed but the applications can
move around dynamically as and when required. Efficiency
of operation of the data centre increases optimally due to
virtualization. If a virtualized data centre is not managed
properly than it can be less reliable. This kind of data centre
is even more expensive than its non-virtualized counterpart.
Further research on these aspects can be carried out for
more details.

on physical machines as indicated by the position of
physical machines [35].
Algorithm
Round Robin
Genetic
Algorithm
Match
Making
TADCS
MemoryAware

Time
Power
Cost
Security Memory/
Efficient Aware Effective Aware Bandwidth
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

In this table we have depicted the VM planning and
provisioning calculations utilized for streamlining of various
variables like Time, Cost, Energy, Security and Bandwidth.
Less calculations are accessible to arrangement the VMs for
the security of neighboring VMs or hubs [36].
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